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Tiffany Matzas 
5/15/2019 
MMUF Final Essay 

Working Hard in Hollywood: How Hollywood Casting Directors’ 

Performances of Gatekeeping Invest in Whiteness 

Following the “Oscars So White” controversies of 2015 and 2016, film and television 

casting has become increasingly exposed to public scrutiny. Consider the backlash when a press 

release revealed that Ghost in the Shell had cast Scarlett Johansson, a white actress, to play the 

role of an Asian character.1 Or the social media outrage when the creators of Crazy Rich Asians 

and To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before revealed that multiple studios insisted on restricting the 

casting of main characters of color to white actors.2 These responses are indicative both of the 

ways in which casting has become an especially contentious arena for the success of a film and 

of the ways in which casting remains relatively conservative in its insistence on centering 

whiteness on-screen. Casting in film and television is an especially critical moment for 

understanding Hollywood’s relationship to race. It is where decisions are made about the 

aesthetics of the final product. Decisions centering whiteness from producers, directors, writers, 

and studios are often obscured in the final product, but casting decisions are one place where 

race in Hollywood is rendered hypervisible. 

1 Eliza Berman, “A Comprehensive Guide to the Ghost in the Shell Controversy,” Time, March 29, 2017, 
http://time.com/4714367/ghost-in-the-shell-controversy-scarlett-johansson/. 
2 Heidi Saman and Smith Kelley, “'It's Taken On A Whole Other Life,' Says 'Crazy Rich Asians' Author Kevin 
Kwan,” NPR, August 20, 2018, https://www.npr.org/2018/08/20/638967374/its-taken-on-a-whole-other-life-says-
crazy-rich-asians-author-kevin-kwan; Sam Gillette, “Why To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before Author Jenny Han 
Had to Fight for an Asian American Star,” People, August 22, 2018, https://people.com/books/to-all-the-boys-ive-
loved-before-asian-american-representation/. 

http://time.com/4714367/ghost-in-the-shell-controversy-scarlett-johansson/
https://www.npr.org/2018/08/20/638967374/its-taken-on-a-whole-other-life-says-crazy-rich-asians-author-kevin-kwan
https://www.npr.org/2018/08/20/638967374/its-taken-on-a-whole-other-life-says-crazy-rich-asians-author-kevin-kwan
https://people.com/books/to-all-the-boys-ive-loved-before-asian-american-representation/
https://people.com/books/to-all-the-boys-ive-loved-before-asian-american-representation/
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Aside from the occasional controversy, the relationship between casting and race has 

been insufficiently examined in both popular and academic writings on Hollywood. What little 

attention is paid to these topics often comes from an angle of quantifying the number of roles for 

actors of color in Hollywood productions.3 While the numbers are useful in establishing casting 

as a serious topic of inquiry, they do little to address or understand the underlying causes of 

racial casting disparities. Though the disparate number of roles for actors of color cannot be 

wholly accounted for by any individual factor, the most immediately obvious one lies within the 

casting profession itself. Though casting choices have come under public scrutiny in recent 

years, still little is known about the individuals making these choices. Casting directors—the 

professionals that connect abstract roles with physical people—have significant sway in 

determining who is excluded or included in Hollywood. In this paper, I argue that casting 

directors’ performances as expert gatekeepers justify this exclusion through narratives of hard 

work and creativity which, following George Lipsitz, legitimize and invest in whiteness. This 

expert investment in whiteness, in turn, serves to reproduce the conditions necessary to justify a 

white-dominated film and television industry and uphold dominant ideologies of whiteness. 

To make this argument, I begin by exploring the contours of whiteness in Hollywood at 

large and make a case for the normative whiteness of Hollywood as an investment in hegemonic 

whiteness. I then position this research within the tradition of “studying up” and trace the 

difficulties of obtaining access to the Hollywood casting profession. Next, I consider the 

obstacles to access as revealing of the ways in which casting directors discursively construct 

their position as gatekeepers through strategies of exclusion such as threat, indeterminacy, and 

3 Darnell Hunt, Ana-Christina Ramón, Michael Tran, Amberia Sargent, and Vanessa Díaz, The 2017 Hollywood 
Diversity Report: Setting the Record Straight (Los Angeles: Ralph J. Bunche Center, 2017); Stacy Smith, 
Race/Ethnicity in 500 Popular Films: Is the Key to Diversifying Cinematic Content Held in the Hand of the Black 
Director? (Media, Diversity, and Social Change Initiative, 2013). 
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silence. I conclude by exploring casting directors’ performance of gatekeeping in narratives of 

meritocracy and creativity which, as I argue, obscure and legitimize an investment in whiteness. 

Hollywood’s Investment in Whiteness 

The history of the discipline reveals some degree of skepticism toward the study of 

Hollywood in anthropology, with much debate around the legitimacy and methodology of such 

study.4 Recently, however, several scholars have asserted a place for Hollywood, arguing that 

anthropology has much to offer in critical analyses of both media production and consumption.5 

This renewed claim on media studies is shaped in no small part by the undeniable and ever-

expanding influence of Hollywood and its products on everyday life. A 2018 report by the 

National Endowment for the Arts and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis revealed that the “arts 

and culture” sector, led by Hollywood, contributes $763.6 billion—or 4.2 percent of the GDP— 

to the U.S. economy6. Hollywood’s reach, of course, is not merely economic; the industry has 

the powerful ability to reproduce, circulate, and normalize dominant, hegemonic ideologies in 

the public culture.7 The role Hollywood plays in shaping public culture lends it considerable 

sway in delimiting public conversation within the frameworks of dominant ideologies.8 

4 Robert Hartman, “Anthropology and the Scientific Method,” American Anthropologist 53, vol. 4 (1951). 
5 Debra Spitulnik, “Anthropology and Mass Media,” Annual Review of Anthropology 22 (1993); Sara Dickey, 
“Anthropology and Its Contributions to Studies of Mass Media,” International Social Science Journal 49 (1997). 
6 “The Arts Contribute More Than $760 Billion to the U.S. Economy,” National Endowment for the Arts, accessed 
May 12, 2019, https://www.arts.gov/news/2018/arts-contribute-more-760-billion-us-economy 
7 Arjun Appadurai and Carol A. Breckenridge, “Why Public Culture?,” Public Culture 1 (1988); Sherry Ortner, 
“Access: Reflections on Studying Up in Hollywood,” Ethnography 11, vol. 2 (2010). 
8 For a particularly transparent example of this, see the mutually beneficial relationship between Hollywood and the 
United States military-industrial complex. Military and intelligence documents obtained through Freedom of 
Information Act requests revealed that the “US government has worked behind the scenes on over 800 major movies 
and more than 1,000 TV titles”; this work includes changing unfavorable scripts and killing projects critical of the 
military to support hegemonic projects of nationalism, imperialism, and militancy. Tom Secker and Matthew Alford, 
“Documents Expose How Hollywood Promotes War on Behalf of the Pentagon, CIA and NSA,” Insurge 
Intelligence, July 4, 2017, https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/exclusive-documents-expose-direct-us-military-
intelligence-influence-on-1-800-movies-and-tv-shows-36433107c307. 

https://www.arts.gov/news/2018/arts-contribute-more-760-billion-us-economy
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/exclusive-documents-expose-direct-us-military-intelligence-influence-on-1-800-movies-and-tv-shows-36433107c307
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/exclusive-documents-expose-direct-us-military-intelligence-influence-on-1-800-movies-and-tv-shows-36433107c307
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To see this in action, one need look no further than the ways in which hegemonic 

conceptualizations of race and whiteness that circulate in Hollywood products have delimited 

recent conversations about on-screen representation of people of color, framing these as concerns 

with “diversity.” As others have discussed, the language of diversity often assumes an additive 

position to whiteness—in other words, “adding” people of color to an unmarked, normative 

whiteness.9 Consider, for example, the discourse of the Oscars So White controversy of 2015 and 

2016.10 Much of the critical and organizational response to this campaign centered around 

diversifying the Oscars, such as changing the membership rules for the Academy and focusing 

on particular actors of color that were “snubbed.”11 This overemphasis on adding “diverse” 

people to the Academy occurred simultaneously with an inattention to white normativity in 

Hollywood. 

In framing the discussion in terms of diversity, the ways in which the Academy and the 

Hollywood industry depend upon and reproduce white normativity are obscured. The very idea 

of a “Hollywood industry” relies on the racist history of blackface minstrelsy brought onto the 

silver screen.12 The underpinnings of this history continue into the present day, wherein white 

9 Kelly Estrada, “Research News and Comment: A Dialogue on Multiculturalism and Democratic Culture." 
Educational Researcher 22, no. 3 (1993); Joyce M. Bell and Douglas Hartmann, “Diversity in Everyday Discourse: 
The Cultural Ambiguities and Consequences of ‘Happy Talk,’” American Sociological Review 72, no. 6 (2007). 
10 #OscarsSoWhite was a hashtag activism movement pioneered by activist and editor April Reign in response to the 
2015 Academy Award nominee announcement, which featured the “whitest Oscars since 1998.” Linda Ge and Matt 
Donnelly, “Are #OscarsSoWhite? Social Media, Advocacy Groups React to Whitest Oscars Since 1998,” The Wrap, 
January 15, 2015, https://www.thewrap.com/are-oscarssowhite-social-media-advocacy-groups-react-to-whitest-
oscars-since-1998/. 
11 Marlow Stern, “10 Biggest 2015 Oscar Snubs and Surprises: Women, Black People, ‘The LEGO Movie,’ and 
More,” Daily Beast, January 15, 2015, https://www.thedailybeast.com/10-biggest-2015-oscar-snubs-and-surprises-
women-black-people-the-lego-movie-and-more; “Academy Takes Historic Action to Increase Diversity,” Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Science, last modified January 22, 2016, https://www.oscars.org/news/academy-takes-
historic-action-increase-diversity. 
12 As New York Times film critic Manohla Dargis once wrote, “the history of the American cinema is also the history 
of American racism.” For more, see: Manohla Dargis and A.O. Scott, “Hollywood, Separate and Unequal,” The 
New York Times, September 16, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/18/movies/hollywood-separate-and-
unequal.html; Eric Lott, Love & Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993); Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of 

https://www.thewrap.com/are-oscarssowhite-social-media-advocacy-groups-react-to-whitest-oscars-since-1998/
https://www.thewrap.com/are-oscarssowhite-social-media-advocacy-groups-react-to-whitest-oscars-since-1998/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/10-biggest-2015-oscar-snubs-and-surprises-women-black-people-the-lego-movie-and-more
https://www.thedailybeast.com/10-biggest-2015-oscar-snubs-and-surprises-women-black-people-the-lego-movie-and-more
https://www.oscars.org/news/academy-takes-historic-action-increase-diversity
https://www.oscars.org/news/academy-takes-historic-action-increase-diversity
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/18/movies/hollywood-separate-and-unequal.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/18/movies/hollywood-separate-and-unequal.html
https://screen.12
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people have maintained control over Hollywood. The Ralph J. Bunche Center at UCLA found in 

its annual diversity survey that people of color accounted for only 13.6 percent of film leads, 

10.1 percent of directors, and just 5.3 percent of writers in all 2015 films.13 Thus, whiteness is 

privileged at all levels of Hollywood decision-making.14 Given the racial makeup of Hollywood 

decision-makers throughout the bureaucratic hierarchy, it does not require a great leap of 

imagination to consider how ideologies of whiteness and race become inscribed in public 

discourse through film and television projects that center the unmarked white norm. 

As media scholar Nancy Wang Yuen writes, “By making white men the center of nearly 

every narrative, Hollywood films and television shows naturalize their positions of power in 

every institution.”15 This centering of whiteness participates in a hegemonic project that requires 

the successful erasure of whiteness as an incomplete and inexact category and the transformation 

of whiteness into a stable, obvious, and commonsensical truth.16 The truth-making of whiteness 

justifies the material allocation of what Cheryl Harris called “whiteness as property,” wherein 

whiteness itself becomes an asset of value.17 The value of whiteness manifests as both social and 

material benefits that are, as George Lipstiz argues in his book The Possessive Investment in 

Whiteness, actively maintained: 

“The term investment denotes time spent on a given end, and this book also 
attempts to explore how social and cultural forces encourage white people to 

Blacks in American Films (London: Bloomsbury, 2001); Ed Guerrero, Framing Blackness: The African American 
Image in Film (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993). 

13 Hunt et al., The 2017 Hollywood Diversity Report, 10-14. 
14 Russell Robinson, “Casting and Caste-ing: Reconciling Artistic Freedom and Antidiscrimination Norms,” 
California Law Review, 95, no. 1 (2007): 7. 
15 Nancy Wang Yuen, Reel Inequality: Hollywood Actors and Racism (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 
2017): 19. 
16 For more on the social construction of whiteness, see: Karen Brodkin, How Jews Became White Folks & What 
That Says About Race in America, (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1998); Ruth Frankenburg, White 
Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993); 
Jane Hill, The Everyday Language of White Racism (Hoboken: Wiley-Blackwell, 2008); Noel Ignatiev, How the 
Irish Became White (New York: Routledge, 1995). 
17 Cheryl Harris, “Whiteness as Property,” Harvard Law Review, 106, no. 8 (1993): 1713. 

https://value.17
https://truth.16
https://decision-making.14
https://films.13
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expend time and energy on the creation and re-creation of whiteness. [...] I use the 
adjective possessive to [...] demonstrate that white supremacy is usually less a 
matter of direct, referential, and snarling contempt than a system for protecting 
the privileges of whites by denying communities of color opportunities for asset 
accumulation and upward mobility. Whiteness is invested in, like property, but it 
is also a means of accumulating property and keeping it from others.”18 

Thus whiteness does not have an inherent value but rather gains and maintains the privileges 

associated with it through a systemic investment in limiting access to these privileges and 

legitimizing those limitations. If we understand whiteness as requiring this continuous 

reinvestment, then we might understand the dominance of white narratives and white 

representatives in Hollywood as investing in whiteness and playing some role in the maintenance 

of dominant ideologies like white nationalism. 

Studying Up and the Hollywood Casting Industry 

If Hollywood invests in whiteness and participates in maintaining the concept of 

whiteness as a locus of power, it is worthwhile to explore how, exactly, this investment occurs. 

However, there are several significant obstacles to studying Hollywood—an industry that 

operates on exclusion and secrecy to protect its status as a powerful cultural and economic 

center.19 Thus, studying Hollywood is in some ways a response to Laura Nader’s call for 

anthropologists to “study up.”20 Anthropology has largely shied away from direct interactions 

18 George Lipsitz, The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity Politics, 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998): vii-viii. 
19 Producer Christine Vachon has noted that “Even in Hollywood, most people are obsessed with being even further 
'inside,' on getting a first-look, the right of first refusal, the hottest invitations. It's a culture that thrives on 
exclusion.” This culture of exclusivity, secrecy, and exclusion is central to how the casting industry understands its 
role of gatekeeping essential to the daily workings of Hollywood. Christine Vachon and Austin Bunn, A Killer Life: 
How an Independent Film Producer Survives Deals and Disasters in Hollywood and Beyond (New York: Limelight 
Editions, 2007). 
20 Studying up, as Nader defines it, involves studying “the colonizers rather than the colonized, the culture of power 
rather than the culture of the powerless, the culture of affluence rather that the culture of poverty.” Laura Nader, “Up 
the Anthropologist: Perspectives Gained from Studying Up,” in Reinventing Anthropology edited by Dell Hymes 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1969). 

https://center.19
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with the industry,21 in part due to what Sherry Ortner calls the “problem of access” in 

Hollywood; this inaccessibility makes studying the “inner circles” of Hollywood often difficult if 

not impossible.22 I found that this difficulty is also manifest in Hollywood’s casting industry. 

Hollywood’s casting industry involves a confluence of all of a film’s moving parts. The 

screenwriter writes a script and defines the characters; the script is approved by studio executives 

and producers; and then this hidden work of high-level decision makers all comes to a head in 

the hypervisible arena of casting. Casting directors are professionals whose central job involves 

narrowing and selecting actors for the various roles of a project based on submitted headshots, 

personal knowledge, and a lengthy audition process. Though casting directors do not have the 

ultimate say in the final cast—these are decisions reserved for the studio representatives, 

producers, and directors—“casting directors are gatekeepers that guard the status quo.”23 In 

deciding who gets submitted and auditioned for particular roles, casting professionals have the 

effect of “filtering out” people or types of people from the final considerations. 

Casting directors’ decisions render race hypervisible, such as in determining whether to 

include racialized requirements or descriptors in breakdowns and in selecting what type of 

person is appropriate to audition for a role. Thus, understanding their role may elucidate how 

whiteness operates and circulates in Hollywood as a social category of belonging and 

participation. However, I found that gaining access to casting directors and their interactions 

with the public (through breakdowns) carried the same problems as studying Hollywood 

21 There is some disciplinary precedent for the anthropological study of Hollywood. The first such study was 
Hortense Powdermaker’s 1950 study of the studio system. However, in a later work she commented that she also 
faced significant obstacles to her research, noting that she was “well aware of the lack of direct contact with the 
most powerful segment of the social structure, but all efforts to include it were rebuffed.” Hortense Powdermaker, 
Hollywood the Dream Factory: An Anthropologist Looks at the Movie-Makers, (Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1950); Hortense Powdermaker, Stranger and Friend: The Way of an Anthropologist (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1966). 
22 Ortner, “Access,” 212. 
23 Yuen, “Reel Inequality,” 40. 

https://impossible.22
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generally. However, contrary to Ortner, I do not treat the “problem of access” as an obstacle to 

overcome but rather as an ethnographic moment that reveals how power and whiteness are 

implicated in the casting process. In this sense, I use the obstacles of my own ethnographic 

venture into the Hollywood casting industry to inform a multimodal24 ethnographic analysis of 

casting directors and their role as gatekeepers to on-screen representation. 

Discursive Mechanisms of Gatekeeping: Threat, Indeterminacy, and Silence 

The problem of access framed the initial questions driving this project. The solution 

offered by Ortner to Hollywood’s problem of access is what she calls “interface ethnography,” or 

participant observation in the “border areas” between the industry and the public.25 In the early 

stages of this project, I thought that a particularly rich line of inquiry might exist in the border 

area of “breakdowns”—an industry term for casting calls or pieces of a “broken down” script 

that isolate key characteristics of each role and act as a job description for actors seeking work. I 

assumed that breakdowns existed in a border zone between the public and the industry precisely 

because of their function as job advertisements, which must seek a public of interested actors. 

What I did not anticipate, however, were the ways in which access to this border zone is severely 

restricted and controlled. Though I was unsuccessful in entering this supposed border zone, my 

attempts to gain access were nonetheless revealing of the ways in which breakdowns are 

entangled in a microcosmic web of power parallel to the larger frame of Hollywood. In these 

attempts to gain access, a pattern emerged in my interactions with professionals from the casting 

industry. This pattern consisted of three discursive elements—threat, indeterminacy, and 

24 Bella Dicks, Bambo Soyinka, and Amanda Coffey, “Multimodal Ethnography,” Qualitative Research 6, no. 1 
(2006). 
25 Ortner, “Access,” 213. 

https://public.25
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silence—that casting professionals strategically deployed in constructing their authority and 

power to avoid scrutiny of their decisions. 

Of these three elements, threat is perhaps the most self-evident deployment of power. It 

was particularly jolting to witness this in action at the beginning of my ethnographic foray into 

this project. After a few fruitless weeks seeking publicly accessible breakdowns, I made the 

somewhat naive decision to email thirty or forty Hollywood casting directors in a single night.26 

Early the next morning, I was startled awake by a series of phone calls from an unknown 

number. I ignored these calls, which were immediately followed by an email from the CEO of a 

well-known casting industry company that publishes breakdowns. The email, which was copied 

to a prominent business litigation law firm in Los Angeles, read: 

Example #1. 
“Please be advised that under no circumstances will I tolerate your efforts to 
obtain my company’s proprietary material. I understand you are soliciting Casting 
Directors to obtain Breakdowns creating [sic] and owned by [company name]. 
Please Cease and Desist.” 

This exchange could be read as an overreaction or misunderstanding. After all, an undergraduate 

research project would not strike most as serious enough business to involve the CEO of a 

company, lawyers, or a cease and desist notice. However, the inclusion of attorneys and use of 

legal jargon (“cease and desist”) create an implicit threat of legal action. This coercive threat of 

legal action is a legitimization of the authority of casting professionals and, as Piotr Cap writes, 

“a linguistic enactment of the speaker’s right to be obeyed.”27 The right to be obeyed is a 

resignification of the role of authority, and in this case works to authorize practices of exclusion 

by denying public access to the secret realm of Hollywood decision-making. Thus, this threat is 

26 All contact information was drawn from public or semi-public sources, including the Casting Society of America 
database and the contact information features of IMDB Pro. “Member Directory,” Casting Society of America, 
accessed May 13, 2019, http://www.castingsociety.com/member-directory. 
27 Piotr Cap, The Language of Fear: Communicating Threat in Public Discourse (London: Macmillan, 2017). 

http://www.castingsociety.com/member-directory
https://night.26
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not an aberration but a feature of the discursive maintenance of power and authority that casting 

directors have in the industry. 

Though rendered hypervisible through explicit and implicit threats, power is deployed in 

myriad ways to establish the authority to act as gatekeeper in Hollywood. In my fieldwork 

experiences, this authority was more routinely maintained through indeterminacy and silence. 

Indeterminacy encompasses “inconsistency, contradiction, conflict, ambiguity, or open areas that 

are normatively indeterminate.”28 While it has been more frequently used in sociolinguistics to 

describe indeterminate phrasing or meaning of particular word choices, I am extending it here to 

encapsulate indeterminate conversational structure.29 As responses to my initial inquiries filtered 

in, a pattern of indeterminacy slowly emerged across the three-month span that I had set aside to 

complete the interviews. Of twelve responses to my initial email, four casting directors 

responded and offered the names of colleagues that might be better suited to an interview. While 

three of them forwarded my request to the other individual in question, the fourth merely listed a 

few names and asserted that a “simple Google search should give you the proper contacts for 

each.” It is noteworthy that contact information for high- and mid-level Hollywood professionals 

is not freely available or—in some cases—accessible at all. But this example is indicative of the 

evasive forms of “help” from all four individuals. The three that had directly connected me to a 

colleague resulted in a quasi-baton passing, in which each colleague forwarded me on to another 

and another and another and so on, with the promise of engagement but no follow-through. 

28 Sally Falk-Moore, “Epilogue: Uncertainties in Situations, Indeterminacies in Culture.” In Symbol and Politics in 
Communal Ideology: Cases and Questions ed. Sally Falk-Moore and Barbara G. Myerhoff (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1975): 234. 
29 William Cotter, “Gaza at the Margins? Legibility and Indeterminacy in the Israel-Palestine Conflict,” Linguistic 
Anthropology 27, no. 1 (2017). 

https://structure.29
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The other eight responses consisted of casting directors responding affirmatively and 

enthusiastically about participating in an interview. At first, they were quick to respond to 

requests for signed consent forms and to offer their personal experience in the casting industry. I 

informed each of them early in these conversations of the timeline that I had scheduled for 

interviews, and each assured me that their schedules would easily allow for their participation in 

the coming days or weeks. After a few amiable back-and-forth exchanges, I would ask if there 

might be a good time to schedule an interview during that week or the next. And suddenly, the 

lightning fast response times would come to a puzzling halt. The conversation would drop for 

days or weeks at a time. As my participants were professionals with full-time jobs, this pattern 

might not be entirely unusual. However, without fail, a polite follow-up email asking if they 

were still interested in participating would warrant a response like this one: 

Example #2. 
“Hi Tiffany! YES 100% still want to participate. [...] I definitely have so much to 
share, sorry, life has just been insane lately!” 

Or this one: 

Example #3. 
“Tiffany! Apologies I want to chat with you, I'm busier than ever in my life! How 
can we make this work? so much to share!” 

These same-day responses contrasted sharply with the long stretches of silence that typified these 

conversations. Frequently, they would come with definitive promises of a time that they would 

call—usually at unusual times in the early morning or late night. Sometimes, they would cancel 

the day before with yet another email stressing their busy schedules and a promise to find 

another time. Other times, the scheduled interview time would pass and attempts to call them 

would be met with vaguely annoyed assistants that seemed confused by my call. 



 

 

   

 

  

 

   

 

  

 

   

  

  

   

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

 

     

                                                
  

 

12 

Common to all twelve of these interactions—both from those that redirected me 

elsewhere in an infinite loop and from those that dragged the scheduling out over many weeks 

and months—is an indeterminate conversational structure. In the case of the loop of endless 

referrals, for example, the nature of the conversation was indeterminate in that it was never clear 

who the participants actually were. Though eventually the pattern became evident, there still 

existed an inherent uncertainty in whether this referral would speak with me or whether they 

would just pass me along yet again. This uncertainty—or indeterminacy—tipped the hand in 

favor of my potential informants, who seemingly had control over not only the direction of 

individual conversations but also the direction of my interactions with and access to Hollywood. 

Similarly, by indefinitely scheduling and subsequently delaying the conversation, other 

informants were able to exercise power by offering and retracting access without ever outright 

denying participating. Thus, they were able to set the schedule—requiring meetings at early 

hours of the morning or when I said I would not be available—and change it at will, in a 

perpetual bait-and-switch operation that resulted in a constant uncertainty as to whether a 

conversation would ever take place. 

Others engaged in “studying up” have noted similar efforts by informants in powerful 

positions to dodge and reschedule conversations, but thus far these efforts have merely been 

treated as an ethnographic obstacle to “overcome.”30 However, the consistency of this 

inconsistency—a pattern of discursive indeterminacy—is more significant than a minor 

annoyance or creative problem to solve. It is a strategic deployment of power that, like a threat, 

works to establish and maintain authority. As linguistic anthropologist Alexandra Jaffe has 

noted, “language can be used by those who have (or wish to claim) power to [...] fix and define 

30 Daniel Souleles, “How to Study People Who Do Not Want to be Studied: Practical Reflections on Studying Up,” 
Political and Legal Anthropology Review, 41, no. 1 (2018). 
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others while retaining all of the advantages of indeterminacy and all the maneuver room.”31 

Indeterminate conversational situations are thus a power play in which the authority of casting 

directors as gatekeepers was reinstated by their ability to define the parameters of the 

conversation, including when and if the conversation would take place. 

The third strategy of casting directors enacting their role as gatekeepers by establishing 

conversational authority came at the end of these long, drawn out interactions which, after long 

periods of uncertainty, would come to a similarly uncertain end or silence. Silence here refers 

especially to an unanticipated and premature conversational stopping point. This phenomenon is 

not unfamiliar in anthropological research, particularly in the early stages of building rapport 

when the effort it takes to establish mutually trusting and meaningful relationships is not 

worthwhile for many potential informants. Silence can have many potential meanings— 

especially for marginalized individuals—where disinterest or mistrust can motivate people to 

maintain silence and invisibility. However, as Deborah Tannen and others have noted, the 

meaning of silence is dependent on context—it does not necessarily denote powerlessness but 

can also be a tool of the powerful.32 In my interactions with casting industry professionals, a 

particular pattern of silence (and subsequent silencing) emerged that authorized casting 

professionals in their role as gatekeepers by giving them the ultimate power to “end” access into 

Hollywood by spontaneously cutting off contact. In this context, it is noteworthy that the initial 

pool of twelve potential informants resulted in a mere two complete interviews. 

31 Alexandra Jaffe, “Indeterminacy and Regularization: A Process-Based Approach to the Study of Sociolinguistic 
Variation and Language Ideologies,” Sociolinguistic Studies 3, no. 2 (2009): 246. 
32 On the topic of silences, Tannen further wrote that “silence and volubility, too, cannot be taken to ‘mean’ power 
or powerlessness, domination or subjugation. Rather, both may imply either power or solidarity.” Thus, associating 
silence exclusively with powerlessness lacks nuance and misses important ways that silence can be used to maintain 
power. Deborah Tannen, “The Relativity of Linguistic Strategies: Rethinking Power and Solidarity in Gender and 
Dominance” in Gender and Conversational Interaction ed. Deborah Tannen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1993): 178. 

https://powerful.32
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Investing in Whiteness: The Performance of Merit and Myth 

Conversations with the two casting directors that finally conceded to an interview, 

combined with popular articles in industry magazines like Variety, illuminate the ways in which 

the enactment of conversational authority—through strategic threat, indeterminacy, and 

silence—that allows casting directors to position themselves as bureaucratic gatekeepers is 

enmeshed with larger efforts to maintain the legitimacy of casting directors’ role as gatekeeper of 

on-screen realities. Asserting discursive power to prevent “outsider” access to the inner workings 

of Hollywood performatively naturalizes the casting director’s power to make decisions about 

who the “insiders” should be. Thus, strategies of exclusion are symptomatic of a more extensive 

performance of the casting director’s role as gatekeeper. 

Performing is often unconsciously done and not necessarily nefarious, as each of us take 

on various context-dependent performances in daily life.33 Casting directors’ performances are 

worthy of discussion, however, precisely because of the ways in which these performances 

participate in the investment in whiteness.34 Casting directors are implicated in Hollywood’s 

investment in whiteness beyond casting decisions for individual roles. Their performances— 

particularly in their narrativizing of the casting profession—participate in systemically excluding 

people of color from movies and television by maintaining the privileges of whiteness and self-

appointing themselves as gatekeepers of these privileges. Casting directors reify their authority 

to act as gatekeeper through performances of the casting profession that assert the meritocratic 

nature of hard work and mythologize the creative process. 

33 Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, (New York: Anchor Books, 1959): 8. 
34 As Goffman argued, performances tend to “incorporate and exemplify the officially accredited values of the 
society.” Goffman, “Presentation of Self,” 23. 

https://whiteness.34
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Meritocracy & Hard Work 

Meritocracy—or the idea that people “get ahead” through merit, ability, and hard work— 

is prevalent in Hollywood narratives. The headlines, often steeped in racist and classist 

assumptions, read like “Trailer Trash To Hollywood Treasures: 15 Celebs Who Used To Live in 

Trailers” or “Hard-Knock Past: Celebs Who Went From Rags to Riches.”35 Stories like these 

rely on the mythology of the American dream, in which the impoverished pull themselves up by 

their bootstraps to live comfortable middle class lives. Despite the proliferation of these stories, 

“study after study shows that class membership in our society is relatively fixed, especially for 

those born into poor families, who are racial minorities, or who lack a college education.”36 In 

fact, downward mobility is more likely, especially for people of color, and believing in the myth 

has been shown to have dramatic effects on the outcomes of marginalized children constrained 

by intersecting layers of race, class, gender, and dis/ability.37 

Despite the failures of the meritocratic ideal, its tenets have been uncritically 

incorporated into Hollywood broadly and the casting industry specifically. For example, on their 

“Getting Into Casting” page informing would-be casting professionals about entering the career, 

The Casting Society of America’s website stresses the importance of hard work: 

Example #4. 
“Lastly, be aware, this is largely a freelance profession – work comes and goes, so 
you should be prepared for the feast and famine cycle of freelance work. [...] For 
those who work hard and succeed, you will have a strong voice in the creative 

35 Julia Korneva, “From Chris Pratt To J-Lo: 15 Celebrities Who Used To Live In Trailers,” The Things, February 2, 
2018. https://www.thethings.com/chris-pratt-j-lo-15-celebrities-used-live-trailers/; “Hard-Knock Past: Celebs Who 
Went From Rags to Riches,” BET, August 11, 2016, https://www.bet.com/celebrities/photos/2013/08/rags-to-
riches.html. 
36 Richard Delgado, “The Myth of Upward Mobility,” University of Pittsburgh Law Review 68, no. 4 (2007): 907. 
37 Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, Maggie R. Jones, and Sonya R. Porter, Race and Economic Opportunity in the 
United States: An Intergenerational Perspective. (National Bureau of Economic Research: Working Paper 24441, 
2018); Erin Godfrey, Carlos Santos, and Esther Burson, “For Better or Worse? System-Justifying Beliefs in Sixth-
Grade Predict Trajectories of Self-Esteem and Behavior Across Early Adolescence,” Child Development 90, no. 1 
(2019); Melinda Anderson, “Why the Myth of Meritocracy Hurts Kids of Color,” The Atlantic, July 27, 2017, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/07/internalizing-the-myth-of-meritocracy/535035/. 

https://www.thethings.com/chris-pratt-j-lo-15-celebrities-used-live-trailers/
https://www.bet.com/celebrities/photos/2013/08/rags-to-riches.html
https://www.bet.com/celebrities/photos/2013/08/rags-to-riches.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/07/internalizing-the-myth-of-meritocracy/535035/
https://dis/ability.37
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process and a clear impact on the films, television and theatre you help bring to 
fruition.”38 (emphasis mine) 

Here, the Society stresses “hard work” as the key to success in the casting industry, obscuring the 

myriad ways that entering a mostly freelance profession already privileges those wealthy enough 

to support oneself during the so-called “famine cycle” and white enough to be regularly 

prioritized for the job. Thus, the realities of class and race are obscured to promote a meritocratic 

fantasy in which the success of a casting director is predicated on how hard they work and 

whether they can prove themselves. 

This meritocratic ideal is not merely sold to newcomers but internalized by professionals 

that have succeeded in the casting industry. This ideal is, in turn, incorporated into casting 

directors’ performances of their profession. Consider Daniel39, a white middle-aged casting 

director that has cast for major blockbuster films since the late eighties. In my conversations with 

Daniel, he stressed the importance of hard work for success in the casting industry. In response 

to a question about diversifying the casting profession, he responded that: 

Example #5. 
“It’s about hiring assistants who, you know, if they prove themselves strong, you 
know, then they’ll go up the ladder and the industry will be peopled with more 
[diversity].” (emphasis mine) 

At the core of this statement is the assumption of a meritocratic reality, in which hard work 

necessarily translates into upward mobility and career opportunities. At another point he stressed 

that success in the casting industry is about “someone being really good and then working their 

way up.” He parroted these types of statements back to me throughout our conversation, 

routinely pointing to hard work as the determinant of success. However, the irony did not 

38 “Join: Getting Into Casting,” Casting Society of America, accessed March 10, 2019, 
http://www.castingsociety.com/join/getting-into-casting. 
39 To maintain confidentiality, both informants are identified here by pseudonym only and certain personal details 
have been redacted or edited. 

http://www.castingsociety.com/join/getting-into-casting
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register with him that his own biography was inconsistent with this narrative. As he related, his 

start in casting came coincidentally “when a friend of [his] had a friend” that needed help casting 

a project. That his own career in casting was won through personal connections and a privileged 

network did not seem to interrupt his performance of the casting industry as an equal, 

meritocratic field. 

The consequences of casting directors incorporating the meritocratic ideal into their 

performances of the profession can be best seen in a conversation with Michelle. Michelle is a 

white, younger casting director that started her career in the early 2000s. Similar to Daniel, she 

stressed the importance of “working [one’s] way up” in the casting profession. However, this 

performance extended beyond her own conception of becoming a successful casting director and 

into the work she did. In justifying the lack of on-screen diversity in film and television, she said: 

Example #6. 
“We have to remember at the end of the day this is a business. If I find you the 
most incredible female Native American actress, a production has to decide 
whether it’s worth hiring her and potentially making the shoot longer and more 
expensive—since she might be incredibly green and need more rehearsals—or 
hiring a white girl and shooting on a shorter schedule and saving thousands of 
dollars.” (emphasis mine) 

She stresses the things that the fictional “Native American actress” might lack, such as 

experience. This is juxtaposed to a generic “white girl” who—seemingly by virtue of her 

whiteness—is able to save the production money. In this scenario, the Native girl has not worked 

her way up the ladder and must work harder (through “more rehearsals”) to meet the same 

standards as her white peer. The implication here is that choosing the white actress is a more 

financially sound decision that, by virtue of her hard work, will be “saving thousands of dollars.” 

There are a series of assumptions operating in the background that connect whiteness with 

meritocratic success, and thereby justify choosing the white actress for the role. Thus, casting 
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directors’ performance of meritocracy has material consequences—here, the denial of job 

opportunities to actors of color—that are connected with an investment in whiteness. By securing 

roles for white actors through associating whiteness with meritocratic assumptions of hard work, 

casting directors protect the privileges of whiteness by restricting job opportunities for actors of 

color and limiting viewers’ access to complex renderings of non-white on-screen representatives. 

This investment in whiteness is, in turn, protected by casting directors’ performance of the 

meritocratic ideal within their own profession—thus perpetuating the myth that success and 

privilege are direct results of “climbing the ladder.” 

Creativity as Instinct 

Though meritocracy is a significant factor in casting directors’ performances, it does not 

entirely capture the ways in which casting directors invest in whiteness. In fact, the narrative of 

“discovering” a new star—in which casting directors are celebrated for being the first to offer an 

up-and-coming actor their breakout role—runs counter to the ideology of meritocracy and yet 

features centrally in talks about what casting “is.”40 Much of this falls within the parameters of 

what I am here calling the instinctualizing of creativity, or casting directors’ performances as 

keepers of an esoteric and innate knowledge of casting. In their advice for would-be casting 

directors, The Casting Society of America overtly participates in this conceptualization of the 

casting profession: 

Example #7. 
“In order to do their jobs well, Casting Directors draw on years of experience 
during which they’ve developed instincts, taste, and an encyclopedic knowledge 
and understanding of acting and of actors. Casting requires a terrific memory, an 
intuitive understanding of psychology, a distinct artistic perspective, and – of 
course – a complex grasp of the core subject: the many different local, national 

40 Jennifer Vineyard, “How Casting Directors Find (and Make) New Stars.” Vulture, October 11, 2013, 
https://www.vulture.com/2013/10/how-casting-agents-find-and-make-new-stars.html. 

https://www.vulture.com/2013/10/how-casting-agents-find-and-make-new-stars.html
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and international actors out there.”41 (emphasis mine) 

The emphasis on instincts, intuition, and artistic taste as the key characteristics of a casting 

director lends an almost mythic quality to the profession. Despite the emphasis on meritocratic 

hard work (“years of experience”), the actual qualifications of a casting director are rather 

ambiguous. Though casting directors are quick to up-sell their profession as an equitable playing 

field in which one distinguishes oneself through hard work, the words used to describe this work 

are at best cryptic and at worst almost occult. 

Regardless of context, the most stable element of a casting director’s performance seems 

to be their proclamation of having this ill-defined “gift.” In industry magazines like Variety, 

casting directors frequently deflect to this gift when asked to speak of their process and 

subsequent success in the casting profession. Susie Farris, casting director for critically 

acclaimed series like Mr. Robot and The New Normal who is said to have “discovered” recent 

Oscar-winner Rami Malek, says that “casting is pretty instinctual” and she has “a sense pretty 

quickly if the person is wrong for the part.”42 Allison Jones, who has cast for a range of projects 

like Freaks and Geeks and Lady Bird, says that “so much of [her] job is just instinct.”43 

Acclaimed Game of Thrones casting director Nina Gold describes casting as “definitely more of 

a feel and an essence thing.”44 Even Fern Champion, veteran casting director who discovered 

Cameron Diaz, says that being a casting director is a “gamble” in which “you just feel something 

41 “Join: Getting Into Casting.” 
42 Matt Grobar, “Emmy Contender Casting Directors On Biggest Actor Mistakes, Diversity In Casting, And Their 
Hardest Roles To Cast,” Deadline, June 11, 2016, https://deadline.com/2016/06/casting-mr-robot-master-of-none-
narcos-unreal-mercy-street-emmys-three-questions-1201753704/. 
43 Lisa Blake, “Allison Jones: Casting Director Finds Her Niche With Apatow,” Variety, July 20, 2007, 
https://variety.com/2007/biz/markets-festivals/allison-jones-1117969224/. 
44 Sophie Elmhirst, “From Game of Thrones to The Crown: The Woman Who Turns Actors Into Stars,” The 
Guardian, April 26, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/apr/26/game-of-thrones-the-crown-nina-gold-
casting-director. 

https://deadline.com/2016/06/casting-mr-robot-master-of-none-narcos-unreal-mercy-street-emmys-three-questions-1201753704/
https://deadline.com/2016/06/casting-mr-robot-master-of-none-narcos-unreal-mercy-street-emmys-three-questions-1201753704/
https://variety.com/2007/biz/markets-festivals/allison-jones-1117969224/
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/apr/26/game-of-thrones-the-crown-nina-gold-casting-director
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/apr/26/game-of-thrones-the-crown-nina-gold-casting-director
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and you say to yourself, ‘Please let my feelings be right.'”45 Others call it “a natural, instinctive 

thing,” “a gut feeling,” and a moment in which “you just know.”46 Though casting itself is a 

rather mechanical profession much of the time—systematically reviewing tapes of actors, 

scheduling auditions, and comparing performances—all of that process is erased in casting 

directors’ performances of their profession in favor of a mythology of the creative process that 

translates grueling, detail-oriented work into an inherent instinct. 

Both of my informants participated in this performance of creativity. Michelle, for 

instance, described casting directors as “the chess masters” and “the puzzle putter-togetherers.” 

Though these descriptions rely on logic more than most other renderings of the casting 

profession, they still lend an abstract, instinct-driven quality to her role in the industry. Rather 

than describing what casting directors do or how they think, she emphasizes the ways in which 

casting is a “game,” detached from the social, political, and bureaucratic realities of how casting 

gets done. Similar to how Karen Ho describes Wall Street investment bankers performing 

smartness “to bolster Wall Street legitimacy,”47 casting directors perform creativity to bolster the 

exclusivity of Hollywood—thus, performances of creativity position casting directors as expert 

gatekeepers whose expertise in exclusion is unquestionable; because decisions about who 

belongs “inside” Hollywood rely on the unknowable creative instincts of the casting director, 

those left “outside” Hollywood are unable to contest their own exclusion. 

The consequences of the performance of creativity were revealed in conversation with 

Daniel. Daniel, like Michelle, invested in the performance of creativity and stressed the 

45 Josh Chetwynd, “Casting Directors Follow Instinct,” Variety, January 10, 2011. 
https://variety.com/2011/film/awards/casting-directors-follow-instinct-1118029711/. 
46 Grobar, “Emmy Contender Casting Directors.” 
47 Karen Ho, Liquidated: An Ethnography of Wall Street, (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2009): 68. 

https://variety.com/2011/film/awards/casting-directors-follow-instinct-1118029711/
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importance of “taste” and “aesthetic sensibility.” However, he took this investment in creativity 

one step further when asked about the whitewashing of roles meant for actors of color: 

Example #8. 
“It’s a visual media. It’s not a DNA media. [...] I think we need to, as casting 
directors, who are basically, you know, creative human resources people—we 
don’t want to discriminate against people because of their sex or their—you 
know, whatever. We still have to be storytellers. So, we do look at people and, 
visually, you know, see how they’re going to help us tell the story.” 

Though asked explicitly about his opinions on whitewashing and race, Daniel evades directly 

answering the question by emphasizing the casting director’s role as a “creative human 

resources” person. The only phrase in his response that echoes the original question is his claim 

that film and television are “visual media” rather than “DNA media.” This response does not 

only essentialize race as a biological fact, but in focusing on visual aesthetics and creative 

storytelling it reframes the question about race and exclusion to be about the esoteric and 

unknowable creative process.48 In this framework, casting is treated as a colorblind field that 

relies solely on the creative genius and storytelling instincts of a casting director. This implies 

that the exclusion of people of color is unbiased and irrelevant, excused by the “instinctual” 

decisions about who is visually right for the story. Thus, casting directors’ performance of 

creativity obscures the racialized ideologies that justify excluding people of color from visual 

storytelling. 

Conclusion: Moving Beyond Diversity 

Casting directors are able to legitimize their role as expert gatekeepers and thus avoid 

public scrutiny by authorizing their decisions through discourses of exclusion. The racial 

48 This emphasis on creativity has played a central role in legal proceedings surrounding Hollywood and Race. In 
1969, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) held a hearing to address hiring discrimination in 
Hollywood that resulted in lawsuits against six of the seven major motion picture studios. The argument that 
protected Hollywood from being subject to equal opportunity hiring was that requiring diversity would impinge on 
Hollywood’s rights to creative choices protected by free speech. Yuen, “Reel Inequality,” 12. 

https://process.48
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dynamics of these decisions are then obscured by casting directors’ performances of meritocracy 

and creativity, which allow decisions that actively invest in whiteness to appear unmarked or 

colorblind. Though previous research has pointed to the consequences of Hollywood’s 

investment in whiteness—such as the well-documented exclusion of people of color both on- and 

off-screen—less attention has been paid to the processes that enable this investment. In response 

to this concern with the underrepresentation of people of color, much emphasis has been placed 

on “diversifying” film and television through showcases aimed at up-and-coming actors of color 

and similar efforts to “discover” new and “diverse” actors. While these efforts have been 

somewhat successful in providing jobs to otherwise overlooked actors like Lupita Nyong’o and 

Chadwick Boseman, they have done nothing to address the systemic problems with race in 

Hollywood. 49 As this exploration of casting directors suggests, Hollywood’s investment in 

whiteness goes far beyond not having “enough” talented actors of color to populate on-screen 

worlds. Rather, by focusing on the performances and discourses of casting directors, I have 

shown how this investment in whiteness is embedded in and justified by the very decision-

making processes that center whiteness on-screen. Further attention to how behind-the-scenes 

decisions reproduce Hollywood’s investment in whiteness is necessary to dismantle these 

processes and make possible a more equitable media industry. 

49 Leslie Goldberg, “Lupita Nyong'o: How ABC's Diversity Casting Program First Spotted Her,” Hollywood 
Reporter, March 27, 2014, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/lupita-nyongo-how-abcs-diversity-691527. 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/lupita-nyongo-how-abcs-diversity-691527
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